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Introduction
Microbial biofilms - structured consortium of bacteria that are embedded in layers of self-produced
polymer matrices, largely composed of polysaccharide, protein and DNA – are well described
and known problems for pharmaceutical water systems and medical devices. What is less wellresearched is the association of biofilms with endotoxin, especially within the pharmaceutical
and medical device context. Here the association of biofilms and endotoxin is of significance
to the risks presented by biofilms to water systems and for patient risks in relation to medical
devices. With water systems the detection of endotoxin may provide an early warning of a biofilm
problem. While the screening of Water-for-Injection systems for endotoxin is a GMP requirement,
other types of pharmaceutical grade water are not commonly sampled for endotoxin testing.
The introduction of this type of testing may prove useful where there is a concern about biofilm
formation. The same may also apply to medical devices, especially given the risk posed from
endotoxin. Detachment of cells or cell aggregates, production of endotoxin, increased resistance
to the host immune system, and provision of a niche for the generation of resistant organisms are
all biofilm processes which could lead to infection.1
In both cases the impact of endotoxin will be variable given that lipopolysaccharide size and
composition are highly dynamic and vary according to the strain and growth conditions which
contribute to the way by which bacteria adapt to changing environments.2 Nevertheless, endotoxin
can potentially provide earlier warnings about biofilm developments than are possible with
techniques like bioburden testing and assessments can also assist with the design of materials,
especially those that do not readily bind endotoxin, and with in-use assessments.
This article discusses the association of biofilms and endotoxin; looks at the challenges this
association poses for water systems and medical devices; and considers whether tests for
endotoxin can function as part of a detection method to support an endotoxin control strategy.

Biofilms
Microorganisms are often found in dense communities called biofilms, and the biofilm is
recognized as the most common state of bacteria given it is an adaptive mechanism against
environmental stresses. Protection is provided to the microbial community through an array of
secreted molecules termed extracellular polymeric substances that lead to a three-dimensional
architecture, made up of polysaccharides, proteins, lipids, and extracellular DNA.3
Within a biofilm the behaviors of organisms are often different compared with the non-biofilm state
(particularly planktonic cells) as a result of different genes being turned on or turned off. Differences
with this stable microenvironment include the mechanisms of communication (like quorum-sensingregulated mechanisms); development of mutations; and with the competition and co-operation
between strains and species, both of which impact upon community function.4 Another change that
can occur with biofilms is with modifications occurring in lipopolysaccharide, the major component
of all Gram-negative bacterial outer membranes and the release of which is commonly referred to
as ‘endotoxin’. Modification to the molecule can occur through the incorporation of a palmitate acyl
chain into the lipid A part of lipopolysaccharide, as shown with Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains.5
The significance of this to reduces host inflammatory response (of importance to the discussion
about medical devices below) and to enhance the survival of biofilm communities when subjected
to treatments.
Biofilms are not easy to detect, which is a factor of the slow release of cells and a reflection of conventional cultivation methods only being capable of measuring the number of living cells capable
of growing on the chosen agar under the selection incubation conditions. Conventional bioburden
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